For the generation of freeform models, sketching interfaces have raised an increasing interest due to their intuitive approach. It is now possible to infer a 3D model directly from a sketched curved. Unfortunately, a limit of current systems is the poor quality of the skeleton automatically extracted from this silhouette, leading to low quality meshes for the resulting objects.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the large number of tools, the interface of current 3D modelers are extremely complex and intimidating for non-expert users. Creating a prototype of a 3D model can thus become a slow and painful task. So, in order to provide simpler interfaces, new ap- * levet@labri.fr † granier@labri.fr proaches for 3D modeling have been developed, based on the human ability to quickly draw a global overview of an object. These approaches are commonly referred as 3D Sketching. Their principle is to infer the shape of a 3D model based on sketched 2D curves. On this model, users can add details thanks to different editing operations (cutting, extrusion, etc,.), all based on sketching interaction. Since all these systems use a drawing metaphor, they can be easily adopted even by non-expert users. From the first freeform modeler based on sketching [10] , many works have been published that try to improve the surface generation [11, 4, 8, 20, 19, 7] and the editing operations [18, 20, 7, 14] . Among all the editing operations, changing the profile curve [20, 7, 14] allows an efficient modification of the local or global shape, and the generation of more complex models in few sketches.
In this paper, we introduce three main contributions. (i) The first one is a new solution for the skeleton extraction from a silhouette curve. This skeleton, computed thanks to a 2D variational implicit surface [22] that approximates the silhouette curve, is smoother than previous algorithms (see Section 4) . ( ii) The second contribution is a new approach for inferring the 3D volume based on this skeleton. Its main goal is to provide a better quality mesh without inherent artefacts that occur on mesh-based freefrom modeling (see Section 5) . (iii) Finally, we propose a solution to generate a model with genus greater than 0 based on more complex profile curves.
PREVIOUS WORK
Teddy [10] is the precursor system for the creation of 3D freeform models by using gestures and curves. In order to infer a 3D model from a silhouette, this curve is sampled and the resulting samples are triangulated with a Constrained Delaunay Triangulation. Based on this triangulation, a skeleton is extracted. The elevation is computed on each vertex of this skeleton based on the average distance to the nearest silhouette samples. This skeleton extraction heavily depends on the initial triangulation, and is prone to several artefacts (see Figure 2 ), leading to a low quality mesh [9] . In order to improve the quality of the skeleton, some vertices can be removed [20] , but the resulting curve still depend on the triangulation and thus on the curve sampling process.
Despite these limitations, the algorithm developped in Teddy is used in many related publications [18, 4, 8, 24, 20, 3, 14] , mainly due to its simplicity and its versatility. As an example, Owada et al. [18] extend it to voxel-based volume generation. Some other works [4, 8, 20, 24, 3] used variational implicit surfaces in order to overcome the problem of mesh quality. By using a simplified skeleton combined with the blending properties of the implicit surfaces, they were able to improved the model quality. Unfortunately, global editing of the geometry is very expensive since the whole implicit model needs to be reconstructed and repolygonized before visualization.
Among all the previous solutions, only profile-based ones [20, 7, 14] enable the creation of models that are not limited to blobby shapes. Nevertheless, all of them have some specific limitations and strongly rely on the skeleton quality. Because of the underlying surface representation (a polynomial-weighted convolution surface), the definition of the profile curve in the ConvMo [20] environment is limited to polar coordinates. The segment-based skeleton is improved by removing some vertices, but it still depends on the initial sampling of the silhouette. In our previous work [14] , we have presented a system that can create genus 1 models. But the resulting mesh relies even more on the initial quality of the skeleton. Cherlin et al. [7] do not use a skeleton, but an interpolating parametric surface in order to create models that are not limited to blobby objects. Unfortunately, because they do not extract a skeleton, the resulting models are limited to a grid topology and thus can not have junctions.
Alexe et al. [2] used an image processing technique for the creation of the skeleton. Thus, from the silhouette curve and a distance image, they can extract a skeleton that do not depend on the initial sampling. This skeleton is composed of segments and polygons. The reconstructed surface is thus flatter in regions where the skeleton is a polygon. However, this algorithm is not well adapted to profile edition that requires curve or segment-based skeletons.
Numerous methods have been proposed to extract the skeleton of a 2D shape. They can be classified in two main families: discrete methods and continuous methods. Continuous methods are generally based on the Voronoi graph of a point set located on the object boundary [5, 6, 17] . The dual of the Voronoi diagram, the Delaunay triangulation has also been used extensively [1, 23] as in Teddy [10] . Both approaches preserve topology but, unfortunately, the techniques used to prune faces and edges which correspond to small perturbations of the boundary are mostly based on heuristics.
The discrete methods work directly on binary images. For instance, methods based on thinning [13, 15, 12, 16] attempt to create a skeleton which preserves the shape topology thanks to the definition of some erosion rules. However, these methods are quite sensitive to Euclidean transformations and, besides, they usually yield un-wanted edges.
Some sketching systems [19, 7] do not use a skeleton to inflate the object volume. Karpenko et al. [11] inflate the object volume by elevating the silhouette gravity center. Some problems may occur when the gravity center is not inside the object silhouette. Schmidt et al [19] used a 2D variational implicit surface as an approximation of the silhouette curve. Then, this 2D field is swept along an infinite 3D axis and bounded. Thanks to this technique, they can create blobby objects, sweep surfaces and surfaces of revolution.
MOTIVATION
The more versatile solution to generate a 3D surface from a 2D silhouette curve still seems to be the algorithm developed in Teddy. But, as said before, this algorithm has some strong limitations. First, the use of a Constrained Delaunay Triangulation (CDT) computed from the silhouette curve, leads to the creation of a skeleton with a lot of local oscillations as can be seen in Figure 2 (a), even in very simple cases. This results in a 3D object with a lot of height variations along the skeleton. These variations are propagated on the final mesh. While they are less visible with a classical circular profile curve, these artefacts are increased with a freeform profile curve. Besides, even with an improved skeleton [20] , different samplings of the silhouette lead to different triangulations and thus, to different skeletons and resulting meshes.
The second problem occurs for the mesh-based solution and depends on the sampling along the internal edges (an internal edge is an edge that connects a silhouette point and a skeleton point). Once elevated, these samples will result in the final vertices of the mesh. Since these internal edges are based on the triangulation, more than one internal edge can end on one silhouette point (see Figure 2 (a)). As can be seen in Figure 2 (b), this leads to the creation of very tiny and uneven triangles near these silhouette samples. The low quality of the mesh can create some artefacts during the editing operations.
In order to improve the quality of the inferred mesh, we have identified two desirable properties for the skeleton and the internal edges:
1. the skeleton should be smooth to limit the local variations, 2. each silhouette point should be connected to only one internal edge. To fulfil these properties, we present a two-fold alternative technique compared to existing works. First, in Section 4, we propose to compute a smooth skeleton by using a 2D variational implicit surface. Then, in Section 5, we present a new sampling technique which ensures that only one internal edge corresponds to a silhouette point.
CREATION OF THE SKELETON
Similarly to the work of Zonenschein et al. [25] on texturing of implicit surfaces, the basic idea of our technique is to use the gradient of a 2D variational implicit surface as a force field (see Figure 3(a) ). Thanks to this force field, the seed points (we will simply call them seeds) of the skeleton are computed using a two-steps process.
Finding the skeleton seeds
First, a 2D variational implicit surface [22] is used as an approximation of the silhouette curve sketched by the user. As can be seen in Figure 4 , the implicit function has some local minima. The corresponding points are called vanishing points (points where the gradient of the implicit function is null) and they represent the seeds of our skeleton. In order to find the position of the seeds, the gradient of the implicit surface is used as a force field. A gradient descent is applied on some silhouette samples (see Figure 4 (a)) until their convergence to the vanishing points (as shown in Figure 4(b) ). In the Figure 4 , the silhouette has four branches, resulting in five skeleton seeds. This provides us a good representation of the silhouette topology.
Neighboring relations of the seeds
In order to create the full skeleton, the seeds have to be connected. For this purpose, we compute their neighboring relationship. Thanks to the gradient descent, each seed can be associated with the set of its original silhouette samples (samples that have converged to this seed). If two adjacent silhouette samples do not converge to the same seed, the two corresponding seeds are neighbors. The neighboring relations between the seeds computed in Figure 5 correspond to the four branches of the original curve.
Creation of new skeleton points
In order to create the full skeleton, the curve connecting two neighbor seeds has to follow the line of local minimum of the implicit function. An approximation of this curve will be computed by a uniform sampling in-between two connected seeds. The distance between two consecutive skeleton points is evaluated to be d = |r i j |/∆, where r i j is the vector between the two neighboring seeds i and j and ∆ the desired number of points. For a faster creation of these skeleton points, the process is only based on the evaluation of the implicit function, and the search of a local minimum. In order to find this minimum, a set of sample points on a circular section are computed in the direction of the next seed, with d as radius and the current seed as its center (Figure 6(a) ). On the circular section, the position with the minimal value of the implicit function is added as a new point. This process is repeated on the newly added point (Figure 6(b) ) until the distance between the newly inserted point and the second seed is lower than the required distance. This sampling is repeated for all the neighboring relations of the seeds. Since the resulting points follow the local minimum of the implicit function, the skeleton inherits its smoothness from the implicit function (as shown in Figure 16 ).
INFERRING THE VOLUME OF THE OBJECT
Now that a smooth skeleton has been extracted from the silhouette curve, the next step of the process is to infer the volume of the object. For a final higher quality mesh, our system introduces a new creation and sampling of internal edges.
Relations between silhouette samples and skeleton points
The skeleton seeds (see Section 4) are computed from a set of silhouette samples. These samples are in fact a small subset of the complete sampling of the profile curve, since for finding the vanishing points, only a coarse approximation of the curve is required (in theory, a minimum of one silhouette sample per seed). On the contrary, the creation of the internal edges is facilitated if there are more silhouette samples than skeleton points. Discarding useless samples is easier than adding new points in under-sampled region of the silhouette curve. For the following algorithm, the whole set of silhouette samples is used. The first step of the process is to gather, for each skeleton point, the closest silhouette samples. Based on these connecting sets, the final internal edges are computed based on the following three properties:
• There is one internal edge at most for each silhouette sample. This property removes the meshing problem shown in Figure 2 (b).
• From each extremal skeleton point (point connected to only one neighbor), internal edges are built to link all the silhouette samples which have this point as closer skeleton point (see the green points in Figure 7 (a)). The resulting triangle fans accurately represent extremal sections of the silhouette.
• From the other skeleton points connected to n other neighboring points (n > 1), n internal edges are issued to n silhouette samples that have to be non-adjacent (cf. Figure 7(a) ).
Based on the connecting sets and these defined properties, the internal edges can be created. For the extremal points, a subset of connected silhouette samples is selected in order to create the triangle fan. For all the other skeleton points, the process is the same. Depending on the number n of neighbor points, its connect silhouette samples are divided in n non-adjacent sets that we call S-sets (n = 2 in Figure 7(b) ). We can see the S-sets of a skeleton point as the different sections of silhouette that are controlled by its position. For the creation of an internal edge, the best sample of the S-set is thus the middle of each section.
Creation of the internal edges
If the number of samples of an S-set is odd, an internal edge is created between the middle sample and the skeleton point (see Figure 8(a) ) and all the other S-set samples are then discarded. On the contrary, if the number is even, a new silhouette sample is added between the two middle samples and projected onto the implicit surface (see Figure 9(a) ). An internal edge is created with the skeleton point and all the other S-set samples are discarded (see Figure 9(b) ).
At the end of the algorithm, some internal edges can be missing (see Figure 8(b) ). This corresponds to empty S-sets due to undersampled region. In order to create a missing internal edge, the system gathers the two closer internal edges and creates a new sample on the curve between their two corresponding silhouette samples. This new sample is then connected to the current skeleton point.
The result of this complete process is a set of internal edges that correspond to the desirable properties defined in Section 5.1 (see Figure 10 ) and, thus, that will lead to good quality 3D meshes.
Creation of genus 1+ models with profile curve
Using profile curves in order to edit locally or globally the freefrom shape [20, 7, 14] enables more complex models in a few strokes, but this extension to non-convex curves needs a more precise skeleton, as noted in [20] . We can use such an approach with our smooth skeleton and our internal edges extraction: the results are improved, as shown in the comparison between our system (Figure 13(a-c)) (a) (b) Figure 10 : Examples of the internal edges creation for two different silhouette curves. and our previous work [14] ( Figure 13(b-d) ). For this model, we have sketched rectangular silhouette and profile curves. Our previous system [14] is limited to genus 1 models. We introduce here how to generate models with larger genus (genus > 1). The user is now not limited to only one profile curve. He can sketch several components (as shown Figure 11 (c)) before the profile modification is applied on the 3D model. Then, for each internal edge, each disconnected component of the profile curve is sampled, and these samples are reprojected along each internal edge (for a more precise explanation on how the resulting mesh is reconstructed with respect to the profile curve sketched by the user please refer to [14] ). The different components appear in the final model, resulting in genus 1+ solutions, as shown in Figure 11 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
One of the main advantages of our approach is a higher quality of the resulting skeleton. Figure 12 shows a comparison between our skeleton extraction and the one from Teddy [10] . As explained in Section 4, the use of an implicit function leads to the reconstruction of a smoother skeleton without the un-wanted local oscillations (see Figure 12(a-c) ). For instance, the Teddy algorithm always extracts a skeleton composed of connected segments even for a near-circular silhouette curves (see Figure 13(b) ). The final model will thus not be similar to a sphere. Our algorithm extracts a skeleton composed of a unique point (see Figure 12 (b) and Figure 1 ). The resulting internal edges have a much better quality (see Figure 1) and the inflated 3D model will have less rendering artefacts. Additional skeletons extracted using our technique can be seen in Figure 16 . Note that each skeleton is a good approximation of the silhouette topology.
As said previously, a smooth skeleton is needed when using profile editing operations. Indeed, skeleton discontinuities lead to height differences in the vertices of the final mesh. Figure 13 shows some comparisons between our system (Figure 13(a-c) ) and our previous one [14] one ( Figure 13(b-d) ) for two different models. For each model, the same silhouette and profile curves were used. Because we have a smoother skeleton and a better sampling, the models reconstructed with our system are smoother and do not present the height differences on the borders of the models.
By sketching profile curves with disconnected components, our system allows the users to generate models with genus greater than Thanks to implicit curve our algorithm manages to create a good skeleton (one point) for circular silhouette curves. Besides, for more complex silhouette curves, the skeleton extracted by our technique is smoother.
1 (see Figure 1 and Figure 11 ). For example, we have created the GI logo (see Figure 14) . It was modeled with 3 different objects (the profile curves used for each object are shown) within a total of six curves (2 for each object). Because of the use of a profile with disconnected components and internal holes, the genus of the letter G is 4 (please note that no parametrization was needed, the user only sketched the silhouette of the letter G and the two components of the corresponding profile curve). Besides, unlike most existing systems, our system creates good-quality models when used with non-circular profile curves (see Figure 1, 11 and 14) . The main limitation of our current technique is the determination of the vanishing points. Indeed, they are only dependant of the definition of the implicit function. For instance, if the user draws a silhouette curve with a large enough zig-zag then some vanishing points will correspond to this zig-zag. The problem is that we can not control the apparition of these vanishing points. Besides, in some cases, the user may want to have vanishing points corresponding to this zig-zag, but in other cases, he may not want to. So, we think that the best solution is to have a semi-automatic generation of the skeleton, the user having the possibility to edit the vanishing points (by discarding some vanishing points, adding news points or moving the existing ones).
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented new techniques in order to improve the quality of the models generated using sketch-based freeform modeling systems. The silhouette curve drawn by the user is first approximated by a 2D variational implicit function. From this variational approximation, a skeleton is extracted that inherits from the implicit function its global smoothness. We have also introduced a new scheme to create the set of internal edges which aim is to limit the creation of tiny and uneven triangles. Indeed, better internal (a) (c) (b) (d) Figure 13 : Comparison between two models generated by our current system (a)-(c) and our previous one (b)-(d). For each object, the same silhouette and profile curves were used. Because of our smoother skeleton, models generated with our system do not have the classical rendering artefacts generated by a skeleton with discontinuities.
edges lead to the creation of better meshes for the final object. Finally, we have presented sampling process in order to create models with genus greater than 0, based on the sketch of profile curves with holes and disconnected components. After focusing on the improvement of the surface construction, we are now investigating new interactions for sketch-based modeling systems. Borrowing some elements from [21] , our current direction is the integration of different drawing plans on the object view. We believe that offering the possibility to modify different views of the same object can lead to the construction of complex and interesting models. One other direction, is to develop different editing operations based on the properties of our reconstructed mesh.
